
AL FRESCO / PATIO
CONCEALED DRAIN COVERS

YOUR INLAY YOUR WAY

Incorporate function and modern aesthetics with 

HIDE’s sleek flush-mount exterior drain covers. 

316 STAINLESS STEEL KITS

EXTERIOR DRAIN COVER RANGE



safe  seamless  stunning.

STONE  TILE  PAVER  CONCRETE

Exterior Tile Insert 314 Drain Polished or Exposed Concrete



Integrated, seamless drain covers 
that blend into your landscape.

Indulge in the perfect fusion of form and function with HIDE Drain Covers.  
Our beautifully designed tile, paver, and concrete covers seamlessly blend into 
your outdoor space, transforming functionality into an art form.

HIDE’s new Linear Strip Drain Covers are a testament to our commitment to 
innovation. These covers significantly improve your surroundings’ aesthetic 
and offer a sleek and effective solution for patio surface water clearance. 

Crafted from high-grade 316 Stainless Steel, HIDE Drain Covers provide visual 
appeal and ensure the durability and function of your outdoor drainage. 

342 Drain 656 High-flow Drain Exterior Concrete Infill



Diverse in sizes and depths, HIDE Drain Covers 
offer a wide range of options to suit your specific 
needs. 

These covers serve as a sophisticated alternative 
to traditional drainage grates, seamlessly 
blending into your landscape. 

Additionally, by incorporating a non-slip inlay, 
our covers not only enhance safety but also 
eliminate any slip hazards.

HIDE Drain Kits :

Square drain covers available in 314x314mm, 
342x342mm and 656x656mm. Exterior linear tile 
insert covers, available in two widths. Exterior 
linear concrete infill covers, available in one size. 
All HIDE linear covers are modular for any length 
of required drain channel.

(Channel and pits not included)

When embarking on your new landscape design, 
consider integrating HIDE Drain Covers from the 
outset. Our covers are designed for installation 
in pedestrian alfresco areas, ensuring both 
functionality and aesthetic appeal. 
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Skimmer Lids
Access Covers
Drain Covers
Concrete Covers

Full Range

AUSTRALIAN OWNED AND MADE
HIDE DRAIN COVER RANGE


